
 

 

  
Abstract— Evolvable Hardware (EHW) has been regarded as 

adaptive system acquired by wide application market. Consumer 
market of any good requires diversity to satisfy consumers’ 
preferences. Adaptation of EHW is a key technology that could 
provide individual approach to every particular user. This situation 
raises a question: how to set target for evolutionary algorithm? The 
existing techniques do not allow consumer to influence evolutionary 
process. Only designer at the moment is capable to influence the 
evolution. The proposed consumer-triggered evolution overcomes 
this problem by introducing new features to EHW that help adaptive 
system to obtain targets during consumer stage. Classification of 
EHW is given according to responsiveness, imitation of human 
behavior and target circuit response. Home intelligent water heating 
system is considered as an example. 
 

Keywords—Actuators, consumer-triggered evolution, evolvable 
hardware, sensors.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
VOLVABLE Hardware (EHW) is one of the most promising 
electronic technologies for the wide market applications. 
Its idea lies in application of evolutionary algorithm (EA) 

[1] towards reconfigurable hardware (HW), or circuit. The 
main idea of how EHW works is shown on Fig.1. EA, 
navigated by fitness value, provides chromosomes. Each 
chromosome encodes the structure for circuit. Each next 
hardware structure has to be checked by: putting circuit 
stimuli (CS) through circuit, getting circuit response (CR) and 
comparison last one with target circuit response (TCR). The 
fitness value shows EA how close the current hardware 
structure to required one. 

The conventionally designed circuits on consumer market 
have the limited prescribed list of CS and CR. EHW could 
process any given CS into any desirable outgoing CR. It could 
deal with unlimited amount of incoming and outgoing signals 
due to EA, which changes internal structure of reconfigurable 
HW continuously, until desired outgoing signals are achieved. 
This property of EHW could be highly appreciated by 
millions of potential consumers, whose diverse preferences in 
form of CS could come into EHW, and to whom EHW could 
outcome the diverse services in form of CR. 
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Beside the range of problems that brake EHW towards the 

consumer market, the chromosome evaluation process is one 
of most crucial. This is due to the following reasons. 1) Large 
time-consumption of evaluation significantly reduces the 
responsiveness [3] of EHW and thus the potential application 
market. 2) Another problem of “causing severe damages to 
EHW or the physical environment” [3] limits the EHW 
applications to ones that should be evaluated in special 
conditions, like laboratories or simulated environments, before 
each interface with consumer [13], [16], [19]. Moreover, the 
current systems are deprived of the main advantage of EHW, 
the adaptation ability towards consumers. Instead, nowadays 
they adapt only towards designer’s rules and requirements. 

In this paper EHW system has been regarded from 
consumer vs. designer points of view. The method of 
consumer-triggered evolution has been proposed in unison 
with classification given by Sekanina in [5]. It has been 
described with new classification criteria introduced to EHW 
applications: responsiveness, direct /indirect imitation of 
human behavior and target circuit reply. The method tackles 
in some way the specified above issues and significantly 
contributes towards real world EHW applications.  

Next section will show the main features of EHW 
evaluation performance. Section 3 classifies EHW 
applications. Section 4 proposes the consumer-triggered 
evolution with the application example of water heater system. 
The last section concludes the paper. 

II. EVALUATION PERFORMANCE 
We refer to notion of fitness function (FF) as the math 

expression embedded in EHW, which calculates and assigns 
fitness value to chromosome. The circuit is configured 
according to chromosome and the circuit response (CR) is 
produced in the form of analogue electrical signal [9], [17], 
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[21], digital electrical signal [2], [11], [12], [20] or 
measurable behavior towards environment [10], [13], [14], 
[18], [19].  

 

Let consider FF operation shown in Fig.2. The fitness 
assignment can be completed based upon multiple CS-TCR 
[11], [21] or only one CS-TCR [17]. In first case truth table is 
usually used. The main task of Truth Table is to correspond 
current CR with TCR and CS, in order to provide right 
variables for FF. Then, Fitness Function (FF) calculates 
fitness value and sends it to EA.  

The CR in form of electrical signal (digital or analogue) is 
most popular in circuit design. In form of behavior it is often 
used in evolutionary robotics (ER). Due to difficulty to get 
precise measure of behavior in a real world, it is most 
common case to use simulation environment, where the 
behavior is measured automatically (dashed square, right 
upper of Fig.2).  

According to [6], the FF by its behavior during evolution 
could be of 4 types: static, when none of the values of FF 
changes [11], [17]; deterministic dynamic, if any value of FF 
is altered by some deterministic rule [19]; adaptive dynamic, 
where some form of feedback from EA is used in some way to 
influence any of FF value [2], [20]; and self-adaptive 
dynamic, if some FF’s parameter(s) directly encoded onto the 
chromosome [8]. These are supposing only two ways by 
which variables inside FF can be influenced: evolution and 
designer. Designer is one who plans, experiments, composes 
and improves the EHW before it can be exploited. None of 
listed FFs by any way concerns with consumer. The 
consumer-triggered evolution proposed in this paper take into 
account consumer point of view.  

III. CLASSIFICATION OF APPLIACTIONS 
The first and most general classification of EHW 

applications is made by Higuchi in [3], where he suggests 

differing: circuit design and adaptive HW. The last one, due to 
its feature adapting itself towards dynamic environment, has 
potential as a consumer product. Up to date there is range of 
applications that have been implemented as adaptive HW [2], 
[7], [12], [14], [15], [18], [20]. Few of them [2] deal with 
consumers. None of them are able adopting itself towards 
diverse consumer preferences. For the sake of understanding 
of proposed method, three application classifications are 
considered: along responsiveness, along type of TCR source, 
and Sekanina’s classification of evolvable embedded systems 
[5].  

A. Classification along responsiveness 
According to [3], circuit design and adaptive HW differ in 

when the evolution takes place. If it is “before the online 
stage”, then it is circuit design. But if it is “during online 
interaction between EHW system and environment” [3], then 
it is adaptive HW. In former case the evolution ends when the 
desired circuit is attained and EHW can be exploited as a 
ready-for-use-product [11], [17], [21]. Fig.3(a) demonstrates 
that once evolved during evolution (design) stage it falls into 
consumer stage at moment T1.  

 
In the adaptive HW case the evolution is open-ended [2], 

[12], [14], [15], [18], [20]. Fig.3(b) displays the stages where 
EHW is being as an adaptive HW. As can be seen, at moments 
T1, T3, T5… the circuit finishes the design stage and starts 
being used as a product. At the moments T2, T4… the product 
does not satisfy consumer and falls into design stage. Fig.3(c) 
and Fig.3(d) show the case when adaptive HW has maximum 
responsiveness [3]. In this case evolution and consumer stages 
are followed one by one Fig.3(c), and both stages are in 
parallel with inter-exchanging information flow between them 
(Fig.3(d)).  

The consumers are ones who are supposed to benefit from 
product stage of EHW described above, without having any 
idea what the product consist of and what intrinsic processes 
take place inside of EHW.  

Fig.2. EHW structure performing evaluation. By dashed line 
on the right upper corner simulation environment is shown. 
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Let’s   define: responsiveness of online adaptive system as 
ability to informationally interact with environment on 
inherent level of intelligence and which is measured by level 
of intelligence per time.  

Much research in the area of adaptive HW is focused on 
evolutionary robotics (ER) - systems that try to imitate some 
aspects of natural system’s behavior, characterized by high 
level responsiveness. If we take human behavior, even any 
small piece of it in real world is characterized by highest 
responsiveness. For example, simple bi-pedal walking is only 
inherent ability of human; thus, imitating this ability in real 
world is difficult task. Instead of imitating high responsive 
behavior of natural systems, it is reasonable to start with lower 
responsive systems.  

Let’s define: direct imitation of human behavior as imitation 
of time-continuous fragment of human body’s act; indirect 
imitation of human behavior as imitation of time-discrete 
human interaction towards particular subject in the 
environment. For example, bipedal robot, artificial retina, 
voice recognition systems are direct imitation of human 
behavior, because they directly try to imitate behavior that 
inherent only to human’s body. But airplane/car driving auto-
pilot system, intelligent home system, intelligent water heater 
system are indirect imitation of human behavior, because they 
are trying imitate human’s behavior towards the car, home and 
water heater. For example, human interact with a water heater 
several times a day, inputting only two kinds of information: 
“switch on/off” and “starting date-time”. Short time and 
simplicity of this interaction allows easily imitate the human 
behavior towards water heater. There are a lot of subjects in a 
human life that are being used by human in a simple 
periodical time-discrete manner. Some of them are put along 
responsiveness axis on Fig.4: household goods and several 
artificial intelligence projects. Time during which the subject 
has been in interaction with human can play as gradation 
criteria of axis. 

B. Classification according to Target Circuit Response 
TCR is one of variable of FF and can be: a) pre-set by 

designer or b) obtained from evolution. The pre-set by 
designer TCR is most common case in circuit design task. For 
example, in [17] the steady 5 V and a steady 0 V are the pre-
set by designer TCR against 10 KHz and 1 KHz CS. This kind 
of targets could be called as ideal targets, since they do not 
change during evolution and once the evolution reaches the 
target the evolution terminates. 

The obtained from evolution TCR is a case when designer 

has no opportunity to pre-set ideal target. Usually such kind 
of cases appears when one deals with CR in the form of 
behavior [10], [13], [14], [18], [19]. The measured behavior 
(CR) of each chromosome is compared with current best one 
that set as a target (TCR) according to comparison rule. Once 
the current value is better than target, the former replaces the 
last. The comparison rule can be maximization [14] or 
minimization [18] of value. The response can be “obtained 
from the evalution without any transformations (raw fitness 
value)” [16], or it can be rescaled [18]. Fig.5 shows the 
difference between two kinds of TCR.  

 
As it can be seen from Fig.5, the existing types of TCR do 

not take into account the consumer point of view. The 
purposed TCR obtained from consumer allows eliminating 
this problem. Whenever consumer changes his habit, the 
adaptive HW starts consumer-triggered evolution and 
upgrades the current state of a circuit. 

C. Sekanina’s classification of EHW systems from designer 
vs. consumer point of view  

In [5] Sekanina proposes five different types of EHW 
applications: circuit design, self-adaptive systems, self-
triggered evolution. Let analyze types from consumer vs. 
designer points of view. 

Circuit design application. In this case the consumer stage is 
assumed to be happened only once in all EHW’s life. That is 
circuit design represents application with minimum 
responsiveness (Fig.3(a)). To start the design stage target 
(TCR) must be pre-set by designer. For example, in [11] the 
digital form of CR is evaluated and fitness value is 
proportional to the percentage of correct output bits.  

Embedded evolutionary design application differs from 
circuit design by its ability anytime to upgrade the current 
state of a circuit again and again. In other words, it has higher 
responsiveness (Fig.3(b)). The drawback of this type is that in 
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Fig.4. Potential subjects for application of EHW, which are directly 
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axis.  

Fig.5. Two kinds of TCR: obtained from evolution and ideal 
pre-set by designer. By dashed line is shown ideal TCR 
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order to fall into next consumer stage, the evolution must be 
tuned and triggered by a designer. For example, the prosthetic 
hand discussed in [2], once evolved for particular patient, can 
be re-evolved for another patient, or can be evolved 
periodically for the same patient if his/her electromyography 
signals have changed. Electromyography signals here play the 
role of stimuli for circuit, and 6 different digital signals 
actuating 6 different motions are pre-set TCR.  

Self-adaptive system has different application destiny due to 
its feature of updating TCR during evolution. This feature 
enables the system to be responsive to environment. For 
example, in [18] the task of evolving a digital circuit, which 
computes a simple hash function mapping a 16-bit address 
space into an 8-bit one, has been considered. Here two 
reconfigurable circuits are working in parallel: fist one is in 
couple with EA in design stage; the second circuit is working 
with environment in consumer stage. Each circuit’s CR is 
regularly compared with TCR obtained from evolution. Every 
time the CR overtakes TCR, former one replaces the last; and 
the correspondent chromosome is downloaded to the second 
reconfigurable circuit.  

Self-triggered evolution is a kind of self-adaptive system 
where in both cases FF is usually compares the CR in the form 
of measured behavior. Self-triggered evolution has to perform 
the number of one-by-one evolutions, where the finish of 
previous one is a trigger for starting another one. Usually, 
each evolution terminates when the pre-set number of 
generations is completed or evolution time limit is exceeded. 
In [14] there is evolution in hardware chip for high precision 
printer image compression. Each time evolution runs the pre-
defined number of generations and the best template generated 
for each stripe is stored in the memory. As soon as the last 
template for last stripe is stored (designer stage), the 
compression of whole picture, with the use of all templates, is 
started (consumer stage). The size of compressed stripe is 
measured behavior. The responses are compared to each 
other. The best one that suits the requirement (minimization 
task in this case) is evaluated as highest and is set as obtained 
from evolution TCR.  

Online evolution according to [5] differs from others by 
interaction with “real environment during the fitness 
calculation” and by “applications in ER area” [19]. That is 
online evolution has highest responsiveness (Fig 3(c), (d)), i.e. 
consumer and designer stages are followed each other highly 
extensively. For example, responsiveness of a robot, in 
comparison with previous examples, is expressed by highly 
creative and complicated behavior in response to sensory flow 
from environment. ER never deals with ideal targets (robot’s 
behavior), and in this case TCR is obtained from evolution. So 
far, there is no real world application of online evolution [3]. 

IV. CONSUMER-TRIGGERED EVOLUTION 
Among deep research activity inside EHW area it is easy to 

loose an idea that consumer market has its own demands to 
future EHW systems. Despite the considerable research being 
performed on a subject, all of it made from the point of 
designer’s view. Consumer has no any influence on target of 
evolution. But it is conventionally known that the “spice” of 

EHW technique is its capability to adopt itself to widely 
changeable environment.  If we look at the problem from the 
consumer’s point of view, we can find that adaptive HW, once 
it acquired, has to learn consumer’s preferences and evolve 
towards it. But how to design EHW system, if in every 
consumer’s case the truth table is going to be different, and it 
is unreal to evolve every product to every consumer? 

Let’s imagine EHW system as a product that could be used 
in every elder’s house. Such example can be the Intelligent 
Water Heating System, which duties are with the help of 
actuator to turn on the water heating at time when consumer is 
intending to do so. Actuator is accessible by both parties: by 
person manually and by EHW electrically. For simplicity, let 
us consider the case when person lives alone in home and 
he/she has weekly period schedule of water heating. He/she 
also heats the water once a day and for fixed period of time, 
i.e. switching off is performed automatically, when time 
threshold is exceeded. It is difficult for elderly tenant to 
manipulate with current heating switching panel, but EHW 
system can learn the consumer’s lifestyle and actuate on the 
heater automatically in advance, based on sensor data.  

Let’s provide our system, at first, with just only one type of 
sensory information: time of actuation, i.e. current day of a 
week, hour and minute values. E.g., consumer’s life-style is 
heating water at 7-00AM in week-days and at 8-00AM in 
week-ends. This task is similar to one described in [2], where 
prosthetic hand has to be tuned to particular customer; but the 
main difference we have that designer has no idea of 
consumer’s preferences and EHW cannot be evolved in 
advance. 

Thus, the regarded system has to obtain target (TCR) from 
particular consumer during usage stage. Moreover, the system 
cannot be exploited at start, i.e. the circuit response (CR) 
cannot be trusted without circuit evolved. Therefore, the EHW 
system given on Fig.2 can be modified by introducing opened 
Switch between reconfigurable HW and Actuator, as shown 

Fig.6. Performance of consumer-triggered evolution. By dashed 
lines are shown the differences from Fig.2. 
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on Fig.6. Another important extension is providing EHW with 
additional sensors at actuators’ side. For this reason Sensor21 
has to be set to get signals about current Actuator’s condition.  

These two hardware extensions are essence of consumer-
triggered evolution, which leads to some changes in 
evaluation performance and at the same time, allows the water 
heater to perform in common manual regime. In other words, 
actuator is affected by a consumer manually, while the system 
could get feedback from Sensor2 on actuator’s condition, and 
thus the system is allowed to obtain ideal TCR from consumer 
during exploitation.  

At the first time once EHW system is installed at water 
heater, there are no any values in truth table. Switch is open. 
The signals from Sensor2 about Actuator’s position 
periodically come to Sub-Truth Table (right of Fig.6). All 
variables in last one are pre-set by designer and located in two 
columns: “TCR” (ideal in this case) and position of 
“Actuator” (Fig.7). These values usually are given in 
actuator’s user manual with electro-mechanical description. 
Based on given Actuator position, Sub-Truth Table finds out 
correspondent TCR and sends last one to General Truth Table. 
The task of General Truth Table is to set correspondence 
among all values and send right CS and TCR to FF. If FF finds 
the difference between CR and TCR (low fitness value), then it 
orders EA to start design stage and sends the order to open 
Switch. 

 
Otherwise, if CR=TCR, FF orders to close the Switch 

letting Consumer stag. At this moment EHW has reached the 
truth table condition shown on Fig.7(a). Consumer stage 
continues until consumer turns the water heater manually. 
Immediately after that, General Truth Table finds 
inconsistency between CR and TCR, opens switch and reports 
EA to start design stage. After first consumer actuation of a 
system on (7-00AM, Monday) evolution has targeted towards 
truth table condition shown on Fig.7(b). 

The main target of adaptive HW here is to serve consumer 
and, immediately the system defines the inconsistency 
between the Actuator’s condition and the circuit response, it 
switches itself from consumer stage to design stage. One EA 
reaches highest fitness, the design stage is closed and 
consumer stage begins. Every day of the first week the truth 
table is going to be under construction. Since the second week 
 

1 The name “Sensor2” comes from supposition that “Sensor1” named after 
sensor providing circuit stimuli (CR). 

the system is able to serve the customer based on time 
schedule that has been recorded in General Truth Table 
(Fig.7(c)). Once evolved, each string of General Truth Table 
stays unchanged until consumer changes his habit.  

If a consumer changes his lifestyle waking up later, e.g. 
from “Monday, 7-00AM” to “Monday, 7-30AM”, he will find 
out the actuator is already turned on. If he will back it in 
previous position (off) and turn it on at 7-30AM, then the 
system will re-learn towards new preference as it described 
above, changing time value in General Truth Table. The 
similar situation happens if a consumer changes rule from 
“Monday, 7-00AM” to “Monday, 6-30AM” with the 
difference is just he does not need turn the Actuator back.  

The consumer-triggered evolution method described above 
with example of intelligent water heater system could be 
generalized across all possible potential applications. The 
amount of “Actuator-Sensor2” couples could be as many as 
required. It is seeable that main applications which going to 
benefit from consumer-triggered evolution in the first place 
are indirect imitations of human behavior.  

 
TABLE I 

APPLICATION CLASSIFICATION SUMMARY OF EHW  
System’s 

name  
Responsive-

ness 
TCR type Example, reference 

Circuit 
design 

Minimum 
 
 
 

Pre-set by 
designer 

Logic function [11], signal 
discrimination [17], digital 

to analog converter [21]  
 

Embedded 
evolutionar

y design 

Low  
 
 
 

Pre-set by 
designer 

Prosthetic hand [2], aircraft 
recovery [12], recognizing 
speed limit sign numbers 

[20] 
Self-

adaptive 
systems  

Medium 
 
 
 

Obtained 
from 

evolution 

Image filtration [15], 
dynamic hashing function 

[18], adaptive noise     
filter [4] 

Self-
triggered 
evolution 

High 
 
 
 

Obtained 
from 

evolution 
 

 
Image compression[14]  

Consumer-
triggered 
evolution 

High 
 
 
 

Obtained 
from 

consumer 
 

 
Not available 

Online 
evolution 

 
 

Maximum 
 
 
 

Obtained 
from 

evolution 
 

Evolutionary robotics: 
[13], [19] 

 
Consumer-triggered evolution can be incorporated into 

Sekanina’s classification, as shown in Table 1. This table 
summarizes the overview made for application classes. 
Consumer-triggered evolution is placed between self-adaptive 
and online evolution according to its responsiveness within 
real world. 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper EHW has been regarded from designer vs. 

consumer point of view. Three classification criteria have 
been introduced for EHW applications: responsiveness, target 
circuit response and direct /indirect imitation of human 
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Fig.7. Truth tables of Intelligent Water Heater during usage.  



 

 

behavior. Existing EHW applications have been classified 
according to these criteria. Architecture of consumer-
triggered evolution has been suggested and described with the 
example of intelligent water heater system.  

Consumer-triggered evolution allows generating the circuits 
based on consumer requirements. The introduction of coupled 
“actuator /sensor” allows obtaining ideal target circuit 
response from consumer. The introduction of switch prevents 
undesirable influence from trial-and-error nature of EA 
toward real world. For ER systems this method can help get 
ideal chromosome material reducing the evolution time.  
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